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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses why on the one hand William Edmundson thinks that mar-
ket socialism is superior to property-owning democracy, while on the other hand
Alan Thomas thinks that an egalitarian version of property-owning democracy
is superior to market socialism. For the purpose of this discussion, the concepts
of property-owning democracy and market socialism are systematized and it is
argued that those concepts, as understood by Rawls, do not exhaust the list
of possible alternatives to capitalism and state socialism. Economic democracy,
understood as mandatory workplace democracy, will be introduced as a middle
ground, somewhat closer tomarket socialism than property-owning democracy.
Against this background, it is argued that questions of transition and stability are
important for deciding between these regimes and the importance of two real-
istic constraints in making this choice, namely egoism of powerful agents and
path-dependency in institutional design, is highlighted.
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Until very recently and probably since the early 1980s, philosophers in the
English speaking world, who considered alternatives to laissez-faire or even
welfare capitalismwere thought of as being rather peculiar, becausepublic dis-
course in North America and Europe deemed it to be unreasonable to search
for an alternative to capitalism. Since it also seemed to be extremely unrealistic
that any seriouspolitical power in this part of theworldwill embrace analterna-
tive to capitalism, thosephilosophers didnot evenappear tobedangerous, but
only mildly eccentric. Things have changed in the last couple of years. Voices
calling for an alternative to capitalism become louder and frequently heard in
public debate even in Europe and North America (Piketty, 2017, 2020). In the
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US and the UK, serious politicians call for a shift toward market socialism and
they get a considerable number of votes. For this reason, philosophers think-
ing about alternatives to capitalism have a new role to play in those societies. It
is not enough anymore to simply state that capitalism is unjust, as John Rawls
famously does in Justice as Fairness (Freeman, 2009; Rawls, 2017). He argues
thatwelfare capitalism is incompatiblewith his theory of justice and that either
some egalitarian form of property-owning democracy or market socialism has
to be adopted in order to satisfy the demands of his two principles of justice.

His work, of course, remains an important contribution and starting point
for later discussions. However, given that public discourse has changed con-
siderably and given that alternatives to capitalism are taken seriously again,
it also seems to be worthwhile to consider realistic questions of transition
and stability, which actually were considered as being important, but not
discussed at length by Rawls. He especially does not consider threats to a
just society from a politically realistic point of view.1 My reason for paying
more attention to realistically framed questions of transition and stability in
the philosophical debate is twofold. On the one hand it might be that either
property-owning democracy or liberal market socialism, or indeed, as I will
argue, something in between turns out to be the superior economic system
when compared to the other alternatives, because it is easier to transform to
this system and because it is more stable than those alternatives. Second, and
somewhat contrary to this general assumption, it might also be that it turns
out to be preferable for some countries to transform their capitalist economies
into market socialist ones, while it will be preferable for others to aim at
property-owning democracy, depending on institutional structures, traditions
and cultural self-understandings.

It is my view that philosophers have to concern themselves with these real-
istic questions of transition and stability, because conceptual clarification and
normative reflectionplay an important role indeciding them. In this paper, Iwill
limit myself to discussing two realistic constraints regarding the most suitable
economic system that have to be considered when thinking about the trans-
formation to and stability of a just society.2 One constraint relies on specific

1 Edmundson (2017) thinks that Rawls does discuss not only basic philosophical questions of stability, but
also realistic ones and that this is often overlooked. To be sure, in Political Liberalism (2005b) Rawls is
very much occupied with questions of stability given that we do have reasonable disagreements about
justice. However, he is not somuch occupiedwith what I label realistic questions of stability that focus on
egoistic motives and institutional design, because he thought that they do not play a major role in fully
just societies where people have a fully developed sense of justice. I think, as will become clear later, that
it is unreasonable to overly rely on such a fully developed sense of justice.

2 This somewhat loosely follows some general insights of the historical school of institutional economics,
where conflicts about ideas, power relations andpath-dependencies are seen as central for the stability of
basic institutional design (Hodgson, 2004), albeit without accepting the Darwinian outlook. Moreover, in
the paper, I will abstract away from the conflict about ideas and questions regarding ideology, perception
biases and reasonable pluralism. The reason for doing so is that these are topics philosophers of justice
are very much engaged with. I want to argue that they should take questions of path-dependency and
political egoismmore serious than they normally do.
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insights of institutional economics and has to do with path dependency and
organizational fixedness. I call this the constraint of path-dependency in insti-
tutional design. The other constraint has to do with what is often, and some-
what awkwardly, called noncompliance, that is the fact that most people have
mixed moral and egoistic motivations. This is also true for powerful agents.
Therefore, I call this the constraint of egoismofpowerful agents. Both raise real-
istic questions concerned with arbitrary distributions of political power and if
considered carefully they might establish that under certain contingent his-
torical circumstances market socialism, at least in a soft form, is superior to
property-owning democracy. In other circumstances, it might be the other
way round – or it might be that something else or something in between is
preferable.

The paper develops in four steps. In a first section, I will set the stage by
quickly recapitulating the position Rawls holds and clarifying the concepts of
property-owning democracy,market socialism and economic democracy. I will
also discuss why, somewhat curiously, on the one hand, William Edmundson
(2017) thinks that market socialism is superior to property-owning democracy,
while on the other hand Alan Thomas (2017) thinks that an egalitarian version
of property-owning democracy is superior to market socialism. In a second
section, I will try to systematize the concepts of property-owning democracy
and market socialism and argue that those concepts, as understood by Rawls,
do not exhaust the list of possible alternatives to capitalism and state social-
ism. I will present economic democracy, understood as mandatory workplace
democracy, as a middle ground, somewhat closer to market socialism than
property-owning democracy, although it embraces property-owning democ-
racy as well. In a third section, I will explain why questions of transition and
stability are important for any political theory of justice and highlight the
importance of the twomentioned realistic constraints, namely egoism of pow-
erful agents andpath-dependency in institutional design. In the fourth section,
Iwill consider in four steps the importanceof those two realistic constraints first
for questions of transition and second for questions of stability. I will then draw
a short conclusion.

Rawlsian justice between property-owning democracy and
market socialism

After A Theory of Justice was published a number of interpreters believed that
in this book Rawls defends a form of welfare capitalism as realizedmore or less
in some Continental European countries (Forrester, 2019; Vallier, 2015). Some
critics even argued and continue to argue that the Rawlsian welfare state does
not even have to be very big. According to them, the difference principle can
be reduced to pareto optimality, since this is the best way to ensure the max-
imization of income for the worst of (Heath, 2011; Tomasi, 2013). However, in
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Justice as Fairness Rawls clearly rejects those interpretations. He plainly states
that capitalism, even welfare capitalism is incompatible with his principles of
justice (Arnold, 2013; Rawls, 2017, pp. 137–138).3

At this later stage of his thought Rawls believed that the economic system
affects the realization of all principles of justice. Basic liberties and especially
the fair value of political liberty, fair equality of opportunity and the difference
principle cannot be secured with a capitalist economy in place. By now it is
well established that thiswaswhat the later Rawls believed (Edmundson, 2017;
Thomas, 2017). And one should add, rightfully so. Capitalism, including wel-
fare capitalism, allows for an extremely high concentration of money, which
results in disproportional economic and political power of a small superrich
group (Christiano, 2010; Reiff, 2013). This group can undermine democratic
decisionmaking, secure unfair opportunities for their groupmembers and fol-
lowers and createmarket failures in order to exploitworkers, therebydistorting
the difference principle. They constitute a civic oligarchy (Winters, 2011).

It is possible, of course, to criticise this Rawlsian line of argumentation on
a number of levels. One could simply reject Rawlsian principles of justice or
at least some of them and replace them by others. Some authors argue, for
instance, that the difference principle should be replaced by other principles
(Gustafsson, 2018). One alternative example, which I find promising, would
be a principle of limitarianism, which sets limits on minimum and maximum
income and wealth (Robeyns, 2017).4 It is also conceivable, on the other hand,
to reject the claim, that the principle of fair equality of opportunity and the
basic liberties are threatened by capitalism (O’Neill, 2008; Schemmel, 2015). It
is possible to argue, for instance, that the fair value of political liberty can be
secured despite a high concentration of capital, by insulating political power
from the influence of money. However, Rawls clearly rejects such an insulation
strategy and is wary of the danger of drift to oligarchy due to concentration of
capital.

In this paper, I will not further discuss alternatives to the Rawlsian princi-
ples of justice and also not debate the statement that they are incompatible
with any form of capitalism and instead stuck with Rawlsian orthodoxy in this
respect. The aim of this paper is to discuss another claim by Rawls, which is of
utmost importance for the question of what a feasible alternative to capitalism
could look like. Rawls himself writes:

When a practical decision is to be made between property-owning democracy
and a liberal socialist regime, we look to society’s historical circumstances, to its
traditions of political thought andpractice, andmuch else. Justice a Fairness does

3 Kerr (2013) argues convincingly that welfare state capitalism is even unable to secure equal economic
liberty, which is the heart of Thomasi’s argument.

4 I will not discuss limitarianism further in this paper as another alternative, because it can be seen as one
policy option for property-owning democracy. Limiting wealth is one way of facilitating a more equal
distribution of capital within society.
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not decide between these regimes but tries to set out guidelines for how the
decision can reasonably be approached. (JaF: 139)

Rawls follows JamesMeade (Jackson 2012) in his understanding of an equal
version of property-owning democracy. It is a system where the property of
themeans of production is roughly equally distributed among the adult popu-
lation, but otherwise the ownership of companies is private. He is not very clear
about how he conceives market socialism. However, it seems that the owner-
ship of companies is not private and not public, but in some sense social. I will
further discuss this point later on. What is important for now is that Rawls is
right, or so I think, in claiming that it depends on contingent circumstances
which economic regime should be chosen from the perspective of justice. In
this paper, I will defend this claim against William Edmundson (2017), who
argues that liberal socialism has to be chosen by representatives in the orig-
inal position. And I will defend it against Thomas (2017), who argues that
property-owning democracy is superior to any liberal form of socialism. More-
over, in the next section, I will argue that there is another problem with Rawls
choice between property-owning democracy and market socialism, namely
that the list does not exhaust all reasonable alternatives to capitalism and state
socialism.

But first things first. Why does Edmundson (2017) believe liberal socialism
to be superior to property-owning democracy? His main argument, as I read
it, is that Rawls was very concerned with various questions of stability, more
so than appears on the surface when looking at pluralism and stability for the
right reasons alone (Freeman, 2009). According to Edmundson the ideal theory
of justice, which Rawls develops, consists of two stages. In a first stage of the-
orizing the basic social structure is set up and in a second stage its stability is
secured. Edmundson believes that liberal socialism is better suited to ensure
the stability of a just society than property-owning democracy, for it better
fulfils three requirements. First, one important element of stability is the rec-
onciliation requirement, namely that members of society are not in constant
disagreement about the institutional design of the basic structure. Property-
owning democracy does not ensure this, because it needs to be decided again
and again how much private property in the means of production is to be
allowed, how it is to be distributed and how a concentrated control of very
powerful corporations is avoided. Second is the publicity requirement. Peo-
ple need to be able to assess for themselves whether the economic regime
meets the demands of justice, which, according to Edmundson, is easier to
be done for liberal socialism. Third is the reciprocity requirement. Public insti-
tutions need to express the equality of citizens and mutual benefit of coop-
eration. Edmundson thinks that socialism again is better able to do so than
property-owning democracy.

Themajorproblemwith this argumentation is that it is not clearwhat exactly
the relationbetween those three requirements, theprinciples of justice and the
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importance of structural stability is. Why exactly are these three requirements
necessary and together sufficient tomake a just society stable? Andwhat actu-
ally is meant by stability? This is especially worrisome for the first and for the
argument crucial requirement, since there is reason to believe that the stability
of a just society consists in its ability to deal with deep and even antagonis-
tic disagreements in a reasonable way and not in avoiding them (Valentini,
2013).Moreover, the vagueness of his argument is rather problematic, because
Edmundson also claims that considerations of efficiency are secondary to the
problem of stability. According to him, it is not justifiable to jeopardize the sta-
bility of a just society for efficiency gains. Laid out in such categorical terms,
the argument sounds quite convincing. The problem, however, is that effi-
ciency and stability are imprecise and scalar concepts. Economic systems are
always more or less efficient and just basic structures are more or less stable.
Because of this, questions of balance emerge for representatives in the original
position (Sen, 2006). If we couldmake an economic system ten timesmore effi-
cient by making the basic structure just a tiny little bit less stable, for instance
by allowing democratic disagreement about the amount of maximumwealth,
then this is probably what we should do. The central open question is how
representatives in the original position would balance stability and efficiency.
Edmundson is unable to answer this question in a satisfying way, because of
his unconvincing lexical prioritization of unlimited stability.

Thomas (2017) argument can be reconstructed as trying to answer the same
question in a more moderate form. He argues that property-owning democ-
racy is sufficiently stable and more profitable than liberal socialism, because
it is the less demanding in requiring institutional change and government
interference and also the more efficient economic system. It is less exploita-
tive to workers and allows for more economic freedom than socialism. The key
problem of market socialism is that capital loses its allocative function. Capital
including work does not go where it is most productive, because price signals
are distorted. Different schemes of liberal socialism try to solve this problem
in different ways, but according to Thomas they all fail to do so. Thomas dis-
cusses two especially prominent versions of liberal socialism, one is Roemer
(1994) coupon socialismand the other Schweikart (2002, 2012) socialismbased
on mandatory cooperatives.5

Coupon socialism rests on the idea of separating money-based markets for
consumer goods and services from coupon-based markets in the shares of
companies. Owners of coupons can sell their shares for other shares, but they
cannot sell them for money. Coupons can also not be inherited. Such a system
has several advantages over capitalism and other forms of socialism. It is not
possible to bleed a company dry by transferring shares into cash, for instance.

5 Thomas (2017) actually discusses two different versions of co-ops. But I abstract away from this complex-
ity, because they are faced with similar problems.
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Government can have separated fiscal policies for coupons andmoney, which
gives them quite some flexibility. Thomas (2017) argues that this is not really a
form of socialism, but rather a way of implementing property-owning democ-
racy. I am not convinced by this claim, because in coupon socialism property
rights in the means of production are severely restricted due to the coupon
system, which is decoupled frommoney circulation.

Socialism based on cooperative requires all companies to be collectively
owned by all its employees, borrowingmoney for their ownership shares from
the government. Here Thomas argues, following the seminal work of N. Scott
Arnold (1994), that this form of socialism is burdened with many problematic
forms of exploitation and efficiency losses. Talented and industrious workers
will be exploited, for instance, because they cannot easily change jobs and
for this reason there are no incentives to pay them according to their talents
and efforts. Also, workers have to put their capital and the labour into the
same company, which makes them very vulnerable to unfavourable market
developments. Moreover, there are little incentives for cooperatives to invest
in research and development. For reasons like those, Thomas judges this kind
of socialism to be extremely inefficient and exploitative.

As we can see, Thomas argument is more economic and Edmundsonsmore
political. Edmundson worries that necessary decision-making procedures and
possible disagreements about the political design of property-owning democ-
racy will lead to instability. Thomas worries that efficiency losses and possible
exploitation of the talented directly violate the principles of justice. His argu-
ment can also be restated in terms of stability, since efficiency losses and
exploitation might violate the sense of justice of affected people, thereby
undermining their support of the basic structure.

Given that there is something like a standoff between Edmundson and
Thomas, I want to propose a slightly different path for decidingwhat economic
system is requiredby a just society. In the next section, I will complicatematters
somewhat by arguing that the choice between property-owning democracy
and market socialism is not exhaustive and put a certain version of economic
democracy as a third alternative on the table. In the following section, I will
argue that we need to consider the aforementioned realistic constraints when
thinking about the transition to and stability of a just society. This leads to an
assessment which is closer to Rawls own, namely that it depends on specific
circumstances, what economic system is to be chosen, which I will argue for in
the last section.6

6 The argument developed here is different from the one Rawls makes in an important respect though.
Rawls seems to think that history and tradition has a direct impact on what economic system to choose.
In theargument advancedhere those factors haveonly indirect relevance in influencing the two feasibility
constraints of path dependency and egoism of powerful agents.
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Socialism between capitalism and communism

In Justice as Fairness Rawls (2017, p. 136) distinguishes five types of economic
regimes as candidates for the just society. They are laissez-faire capitalism,
welfare-state capitalism, state socialism, property-owning democracy and lib-
eralmarket socialism. It is not clear howRawls came to this list. It cannot be that
those are just the existing modern types of economic regimes, since property-
owning democracy was never realized and market socialism never in a liberal
state (Bockman, 2011). It can also not be that those are the regimes discussed
among scholars, because nobody seriously considered state socialism any-
more and, as we will see, other types of economic regimes are discussed as
well.

It also does not help to claim that Rawls simply followed John Stuart Mill
(1994) classical distinction, although his reference toMill makes this a plausible
suggestion (Rawls, 2017). Mill distinguished only two main types of economic
regimes (Hollander, 1985; Miller, 2003). One is the regime of private property,
where themeans of production are privately owned. The other is communism,
where the means of production are in the hand of the state. For Mill socialism
is closer to the regime of private property, because the means of production
are not state property. Instead, through a voluntary piecemeal transition it will
come about that workers will collectively own their workplaces. However, this
collective ownership still rests on a regime of private property, because it is for
contingent reasons that workers are the owners of shares and they will decide
voluntarily to manage their companies together. Mills classical account does
not allow for distinguishing property-owning democracy and liberal socialism,
because Mill was not aware of such a distinction. If we want to put it into con-
temporary terms, he thought that property-owning democracy will inevitably
turn itself into liberal socialism, something Thomas (2017) also endorses. How-
ever, in Mill market socialism is closely tied to workplace democracy, whereas
Rawls rejects the later, at least in its mandatory form.

The best suggestion probably is to follow Edmundson (2017) in thinking
that Rawls tries to distinguish ideal types. However, the problem here is that
no clear pattern is identifiable. Laissez-faire capitalism and welfare-state capi-
talism look more like two forms of one type and it is not clear, at first glance,
what exactly it is that distinguishes property-owning democracy and market
socialism as types. I, therefore, want to propose a slightly different heuristic
that might help to clarify this differentiation. Capitalism comes in many forms
(Hall & Soskice, 2001). However, in my understanding the major characteristic
of capitalism, that clearly distinguishes it from the other three types is that it
allows for and indeedencouragesunlimited individual ownershipof themeans
of production.7 As we have seen, this is also what Rawls finds so objectionable

7 Of course other ways to conceptualize capitalism (Ingham, 2008). It might also be preferable to avoid this
term altogether, as one reviewer has suggested, and speak of a regime of private property as Mill has
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about capitalism. Themajor characteristic of state socialism or Millian commu-
nism is that there is no private ownership of the means of production, neither
individual, nor collective.

Looking at the distinction from this perspective property-owning democ-
racy and market socialism are in-between capitalism and state socialism. On
the one hand there is no unlimited private ownership of the means of produc-
tion and on the other hand the majority of capital is not in the hands of the
state. This important feature they have in common. But here the central dif-
ference between property-owning democracy and market socialism becomes
visible too. Property-owning democracy does allow for considerable individ-
ual ownership of productive capital, while market socialism does not.8 It only
allows for collective ownership of the means of production. This is true for dif-
ferent schemes of market socialism like coupon socialism and socialism based
on worker cooperatives and it might be its defining feature. So the distinction
between property-owning democracy and market socialism lies in the differ-
ence between limited individual ownership of capital and collective ownership
of the means of production.

This is a useful, but somewhat incomplete distinction. My problem with it
is that it leaves the standard bundle of property rights untouched. It thereby
excludes all alternative economic regimes from consideration that dismantle
this bundle of property rights. One such alternative system was proposed, as
I read it, by Rodney Peffer (1990, 1994, 2010). He added another principle as a
first principle to Rawls principles of justice, namely a right to basic security and
subsistence. This addition was readily accepted by Rawls. He simply thought
it to be as taken care of in a well-ordered society. Peffer (1990, p. 14) also
extended the second principle and included an ‘equal right to participate in
all social decision-making processes within institutions of which one is a part’.
I take this to include mandatory workplace democracy in the strong version
of endorsing a one person one vote system at least for electing senior man-
agement on a regular basis.9 This proposal was rejected by Rawls, because
according to him it would require a socialist organization of the economy,
which, as he thought, should not be a requirement of the principles of justice.

Yet, this argument for the rejection of Peffers suggestion is inconclusive.
What Peffer proposes, as I read it, is mandatory workplace democracy and
not collective ownership of companies. This is not the same, because it is

done. However, I still think that for the purpose of this paper it is helpful to use the term as suggested,
because this is what laissez-faire and social capitalism have in common andwhat distinguishes it from all
other types of economic regimes.

8 Even in capitalism a lot of capital is tied to the state of course, e.g. the legal system and provision of
infrastructure. I will abstract away from this complexity, because the argument is unaffected by it.

9 To be sure, it could also be that Peffer had more direct democratic mechanisms in mind. However,
since the main thrust of the current debate on workplace democracy focuses on representative forms
of democratization, this is the understanding I will work with (Frega et al., 2019).
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possible to distinguish between a certain type of ownership rights and con-
trol rights (Attas, 2006; Honore, 1961). In ordinary understandings of property
rights those two rights come together, but it is not necessary to think of prop-
erty in such a way. A company can be owned by one group of people and then
it is their property in the sense that they can individually buy and sell shares.
They have a specific type of ownership rights. At the same time, a company
can be controlled by another group of people, especially those working within
this company.10 If this is true, Peffer in reality suggested a third alternative
to market socialism and property-owning democracy. We then have at least
three kinds of economic regimes that are neither capitalist, nor state social-
ist. The first is property-owning democracy, especially in its egalitarian form
as advocated by Rawls, where capital is distributed and redistributed more or
less equally among the adult population. Second is market socialism, where
the means of production are collectively owned, either through a coupon sys-
temor throughworker ownership of companies. Third ismandatoryworkplace
democracy, where property in the means of production is split into control
rights and ownership rights and control rights are collectivized in democratic
structures at the workplace.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that workplace democracy
can stand on its own or be combined with property-owning democracy or
market socialism, while property-owning democracy andmarket socialism are
mutually exclusive. To be sure, market socialism based on cooperative struc-
tures normally is thought to include workplace democracy, but coupon social-
ismdoes not need to implementworkplace democracy. Indeed, Roemer (1994)
thought of this as an advantage. Coupon owners of a company might think
that it is preferable, because more efficient, to have a hierarchical command
structure. Also, aswehave seen, JohnStuartMill thought that property-owning
democracy will inevitably lead to workplace democracy and that workplace
democracy will reinforce property-owning democracy. He thought that work-
ers will vote for a very high inheritance tax, which will distribute capital widely
among the population. This will lead to a democratization of workplaces and
an even more equal distribution of capital (McCabe, 2019). However, the fact
that this never has happened in the last 150 years should give us a pause. It
rather looks like such a piecemeal transition from capitalism to one of the just
regimes is not as smooth asMill, andmaybe alongwith himRawls has thought.

The result of those difficulties is that the question of a just alternative to cap-
italism is evenmore complicated thenRawls believed, because five alternatives

10 It is of course also possible to createmixed systemsof co-determinationwhere owners andworkers share
control rights (Ferreras, 2017). However, in order to count as minimally democratic, workers’ rights have
to at least equal owners’ rights, unlike in the German system, where owners have the deciding vote. For
thepurposeof this paper, Iwill abstract away from these complexities, although theymight be important
when questions of efficiency and feasibility for a transition to economic democracy are further explored.
This is work for future papers.
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to capitalism and state socialism exist. One is mandatory workplace democ-
racy on its own, which includes a restriction not of the extend of ownership
of means of production, but of the legal rights that come with it. Second
is property-owning democracy without and third with mandatory workplace
democracy. Fourth is market socialismwithout and fifth withmandatory work-
place democracy.

If we want to critically discuss Rawls’ assumption, as Edmundson and
Thomas did, that both property-owning democracy andmarket socialism real-
ize justice by inquiring into the possible superiority of one of those regimes,
then we in fact have to consider all five alternatives. This is especially urgent
if we consider questions of transition and stability. It might very well be that
in abstract all five alternative regimes are compatible with justice, but one
of them fares better when it comes to the prospect of implementation and
another might be more robust when it comes to questions of stability. This
might also depend on historical circumstances and local traditions, as Rawls
has suggested. Before entering into this discussion, I shall elaborate on how
realistic constraints have to be considered when discussing questions of tran-
sition and stability, by introducing the two constraints of pathdependency and
self-interest.

Transition, stability and two realistic constraints

We have seen that Edmundson and Thomas discuss secondary concerns like
stability and efficiency, in order to establish the superiority of market socialism
over property-owning democracy or the other way round. As I have argued
in the previous section, one problem with their discussion is that they fol-
low Rawls in putting economic democracy aside. This is why they discuss
only two and not five alternatives. To be fair, Thomas (2017) mentions work-
place democracy, but cautiously follows Mill in assuming that it will be a likely
result of property-owning democracy, since workers as owners can opt for
democratizing workplaces.

There is a second problem with the arguments Thomas and Edmundson
make. In my reading, they are insufficiently realistic. Or, to put it another
way, their incidental discussion of realistic constraints is somewhat arbitrary.
Edmundson (2017) for instance considers the negative effects of antagonistic
politics regarding the limits of private property in a property-owning democ-
racy for the stability of the just society. However, he does not consider what
negative effects the power of bureaucrats in coupon socialism will have or
how it will effect competition between companies. Thomas (2017) discusses
the negative effects of market socialism in the form of new exploitations and
inefficiencies. At the same time, he does not discuss the danger of powerful
elites overthrowing property-owning democracy.
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To be sure, it is difficult to systematize realistic constraints in general
(Rossi & Sleat, 2014). That basic insight also counts for their influence on the
choice between economic democracy, market socialism and property-owning
democracy with or without workplace democracy. I will try to begin such a
systematic approach by introducing two realistic constraints I deem to be of
special importance when it comes to questions of transition of stability. The
first constraint is the fact of egoism of powerful agents. This constraint takes
it as a given that almost all real persons will always be partially motivated by
demands of justice and partially by self-interest, even in a just society. If ego-
istic interests are not satisfied to an extend deemed to be sufficient by them it
is likely that at least some powerful actors will abandon considerations of jus-
tice and struggle for their self-interest (Coady, 2008). Second is the constraint
of path-dependency in institutional design. Countries have cultural traditions
and social structures that heavily influence economic institutions and their
structure (Granovetter, 1985; Hall & Soskice, 2001). The ability to transform
and stabilize economic regimes is path dependent on those structures and
traditions. In this section, I will elaborate on those points in abstract by first
explaining the two mentioned realistic constraints and then trying to clarify
the concepts of transition and stability. In the next section, I will apply them
to the discussion of which of the five economic systems should be chosen in
moving towards a just society.

As just indicated, any at least mildly realistic theory of justice has to deal
with the fact that human beings have mixed motives. They have a sense of
justice and reasons of justice do motivate them. However, they are also moti-
vated by self-interest (Freeman, 2009). Economic theories that reduce human
motivation to self-interest and especially the pursuit of profit are unrealistic in
the sense that they abstract away from important motives people in fact do
have. At the same time, theories of justice are in a utopian sense unrealistic, if
they assume that peoplewill bemotivated by reasons of justice alone and fully
comply in their actions with what justice demands.11 Of course, both kinds of
theories have the advantage that they can focus on pure theory, so to speak.
Since motives of human agents are assumed to be fixed, those theories are
not confronted with mixed motives, which are hard to estimate and therefore
not easily integrated into the foundation of any theoretical architecture. The
problem with the assumption of mixed motives is that it is virtually impossi-
ble to say to what extend real people will be motivated by self-interest and to
what extend by reasons of justice. This depends onmany uncertain factors like
assumptions about human nature as well as the influence of social structures,
cultural backgrounds and public moods on human motivation (Coady, 2008).

11 Rawls seem to believe, albeit not as strongly as Gerald Cohen (2008), that people will have different
evaluative and motivational systems in just societies. This might be so. From a cautiously realistic point
of view the safe assumption, however, is that egoistic motivations will endure. Everything else looks like
unfounded utopian assumptions and I think it is utterly unclear why we should believe this.
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However, if a theory of justice concerns itself with questions of transition
and stability it needs to be realistic in the sense that it assumesmixedmotives.
This is where Rawls own approach is not sufficiently realistic in my reading.12

He relies too much on the sense of justice and downplays the danger of a
formation of powerful interest groups (Rawls, 2005a, 2005b).13 This makes a
transition to a just society unlikely and there is a high risk that a just society
will be unstable and return to an unjust state. If not checked properly, reac-
tionary groups that lost control in a transition to a just society might have the
chance to reform and seize back power, because no safe-guard against col-
lectively egoistic political actions of such group is in place. It seems to be a
realistic assumption tome that at least somemembers of groups about to lose
their privileges are likely to try to block traditions to a just society, because they
favour their high status over just conditions. And at least some members of a
group, who came for some reason to see themselves as superior, are likely to
destabilize a just society, if this in their power.

Something similar counts for the constraint of path-dependency in institu-
tional design. It is easy to envision a completely new institutional structure that
fits well with the requirements of a just society. But this is not the structure
we have at the moment and sometimes it is not clear how to get from here
to there without major and maybe unjustifiable disruptions. Also institutions
often evolve in unforeseeable ways, because they follow their own develop-
mental logic. Readjusting them might be very costly. For these reasons, the
problem of path dependency is not only and not primarily technical. It is not
the case that under ideal circumstances for technical reasons institutions could
not be transformed or stabilized. The problem rather is normative in the sense
that trying to do so will come with costs that might not be justified or not
enforceable.14

This normative path-dependency in institutional design comes at least in
three forms, it might be cultural, structural or ideological. The constraint is cul-
tural when an institutional transformation would take away something that is
deemed to be of importance for the cultural self-understanding of themajority
of a community. In Germany, for instance, many people cherish the fact that
there are highways with no speed limit. Given the cultural embeddedness of

12 To be sure, the idea of realistic utopia developed in Law of Peoples (2001) takes non-ideal circumstances
into account. However, Rawls still believes that those non-ideal circumstances canbe overcome, that one
day all states will be liberal, for instance. This might be the case. The point here is that realistic constraint
like path-dependency and egoism have to be taken into account if such an utopianism is to be realistic.

13 Critics like RaymondGeuss (2008) think that for this reason Rawlsian type theories of justice aremistaken
and political philosophy should be more political as a form of ideology critique instead of construct-
ing theories of justice. However, they neglect the possibility of a realistic theory of justice, or rather of
incorporating realistic concerns into theorizing about justice (Thomas, 2017).

14 For this reason, I think that taking the constraint of path dependency seriously does not lead to a status
quo bias. For the constraint it is not enough to claim that this is ‘howwe always have done it’ and also not
to claim that transitions would be complicated in a technical sense. Only when more convincing justice
based normative arguments against changing a certain path a constraint is established.
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this practice, it is virtually impossible to change it. The constraint is structural
when changing institutional designs will disrupt existing structures with con-
siderable negative effects. Changing the institutional framework that regulates
mobility in Germany, for example,might have a serious negative impact on the
car industry and its two million jobs.

The constraint is ideological when there is deep disagreement about its
value. Many educational systems are judged to be unjust by those who sub-
scribe to egalitarian ideas of justice. However, others favour less egalitarian
ideas and supportmore competitive education systems. Such a deep disagree-
ment is ideological when it cannot or at least not easily be resolved by public
reason.15 It need not be the case that such a disagreement is related to ego-
istic interests, in can be based on traditions and ingrained cultural practices.
This constraint is a serious obstacle for a transition to a just society. Nonethe-
less, working within the Rawlsian framework as much as possible, I will rather
abstract away fromquestions of ideology and focusmore on the first two forms
of path-dependency.

Howdo these realistic constraints relate toquestionsof transition and stabil-
ity in theorizing about justice? Transition, as understood here within the Rawl-
sian framework, means the peaceful conversion of a somewhat unjust society
that strives for justice into a just one. It is not, for instance, concerned with
tyrannical or despotic regimes to be overthrown by revolutionary violence.
The assumption then is that democratic states with capitalistic economies are
unjust, but not tyrannical or despotic (Freeman, 2013). People do have a sense
of justice and there is space for public reason. Proposals for such a transition
to a just society can be imagined and discussed. Political parties are able and
free to develop programmes for such a transition. It is assumed, therefore, that
institutional avenues for sucha transitionwithoutdevastatingdisturbances are
conceivable. At the same time, public discourse is not entirely reasonable and
not free from domination. Groups that profit from unjust structures are able
to use their power to influence public discourse and their intervention often is
not based on reasons of justice, but self-interest. They can use their money, for
instance, to influence the media (Hacker & Pierson, 2010). Under these condi-
tions a transition from an unjust, but not tyrannical or despotic to a just regime
mightnot face violent confrontation, but itwill certainlybe challengedbypolit-
ical resistance where economic and discursive power is used to prevent such a
transition.

15 One reviewer suggested that disagreement about education is not based in ideology, but has to dowith
sunk cost and therefore is structural. I do not want to deny that sunk costs are a contributing factor. But
I also think that culture and ideology do have a role to play in such cases. For instance, many parents
believe that their own children will and should thrive in very competitive educational system, maybe
without admitting this. However, these are only examples, and I do not want to press this point. The
distinction should be clear nonetheless.
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Moreover, such a transition will come with costs and with different costs
to different groups. Such costs have to be justified. If one assumes, to give
an example, that factory farming is unjust, a transition to a society without
such farming will bring high costs for all those who work in this industry. If we
also assume that such a transition is a question of political and not individual
morality it might also be the case that it would be unjust to not redistribute
those costs (Green, 2020). However, it might also be that it is not clear how
this should be done, because proper institutions are lacking, and it might be
challenged by other institutional and legal obstacles. Another, more concrete
example is the two class health care system in Germany. People with high
incomes and government officials can choose to leave the system of public
health insurances and be privately insured, which brings many benefits, like
bettermedical care, shorterwaiting timeand so.Manyobservers judge this sys-
tem to be clearly unjust, because it directly links health care to socioeconomic
status (Kalvelage, 2014). However, it is extremely difficult to change the sys-
tem, because those with private insurances have vested rights that are legally
protected. Those two examples show that even relatively minor transition is
confronted with institutional constraints. This certainly also is the case for a
wider transition from an unjust to a just society on the level of the whole basic
structure.

Something similar counts for realistic questions of stability. Here the two
problems of egoism of powerful agents and path-dependency in institu-
tional design also show up. Of course, questions of stability are manifold.
Economic prosperity, bureaucratic effectiveness and legal certainty can be
seen as conditions of stability as well as the absence of extreme environ-
mental or health-related catastrophes and the absence of devastating wars.
However, as far as it is possible to control for those factors, many impor-
tant constraints can be summarized under the headings of path-dependency
and egoism. Even in a just society groups might emerge, a managerial class
or group of digital natives for instance, that come to control considerable
economic resources like information assets. Those groupsmight use their eco-
nomic power to amass sufficient political power to threaten the stability of a
just society (Claassen & Herzog, 2019). Also unforeseeable institutional con-
straints can emerge. It is possible, for instance, that even in a just society
a certain industrial sector, like the car industry or the financial sector, will
become dominant. When such a sector is on the brink of failure, it might
have to be protected, because its demise might be too costly in terms of jobs
and economic stability. It has become too big to fail. This is not only a struc-
tural but an institutional problem, because it threatens the proper workings
of existing institutions. To save such an industry might make a short term
violation of the principles of justice necessary, with potentially devastating
effects for the legitimacy of institutions and the political stability of the just
society.
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Being realistic about economic alternatives to capitalism

It is time to discuss the realistic prospects of the five identified economic alter-
natives for a just society with respect to questions of transition and stability.
I will first discuss questions of transition and egoism of powerful agents, sec-
ond questions of transition and path-dependency in institutional design, third
questions of stability and egoism of powerful agents and finally questions of
stability and path-dependency in institutional design.

Transition and egoism of powerful agents

How do the five systems fare when it comes to the prospect of transition given
that agents have mixed motives and some will lose money or power in a just
society? The idea of a transition to a just society has to deal with the fact that
some and potentially powerful social groups will resist such a transition for
egoistic reasons. They are aware that their absolute and relative position in
terms of power, status and wealth will be diminished because of this transi-
tion. This is true for economic and political, but also for academic elites. Some
members of those groupsmight welcome the transition nonetheless, because
they value justice higher than power andmoney. It would be naïve, though, to
assume that this is true for the vast majority of those elites. Some will silently
concede to themselves that such a transitionwould be the just thing to do, but
prefer to keep their privileges. Most will simply choose another available the-
ory of justice from the bookshelf, one that better fits their preferences, and be
satisfiedwith that. It is likely, then, that privilegedgroupswill try toprevent that
political majorities vote for a transition to a just society. They will do so by vari-
ous means, by dominating pubic debates for instance, but also by threatening
to distort the economy (Crouch, 2015).

When it comes to the domination of the public debate it does not make
much of a difference whether Rawsian justice is spelled out in terms of work-
place democracy, market socialism or property-owning democracy. All those
alternatives rely on concepts that are easily demonized in public discourse by
conservativemedia (Rosanvallon, 2013). This is obvious for socialism, of course,
liberal andmarket-based notwithstanding. But it is also true for any egalitarian
version of property-owning democracy andmandatory workplace democracy,
because such systems have to rely on a direct or indirect redistribution of prop-
erty and they also have to somehow limit the accumulation of property or at
least restrict its control rights. This will certainly be associatedwith socialism in
public debate; it will be called dispossession and stigmatized accordingly.16

To be sure, the term property-owning democracy has a slightly more inno-
cent ring to it, than mandatory workplace democracy or even socialism, also

16 As we know, this already was a successful strategy in blocking socializing attempts in the past (Mitchell
& Fazi, 2017).
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because it exists in in-egalitarian forms and as such is associated with liber-
tarianism (O’Neill &Williamson, 2012). So it might have a small advantage over
market socialism andworkplace democracy in public debate, but, as said, if the
truly egalitarian policy proposals are on the table, it will be called socialism in
any case.

The situation is different when it comes to threats regarding the function-
ing of the economy. Here it seems reasonable to assume that economic elites
will use their control over capital as a bargaining chip in political negotiations
(Fuchs, 2007). The first and rather important point to note is that mandatory
workplace democracy on its own can be removed from further consideration
at this stage, because it does not have a suitable path to a just society. The
simple reason is that, although owners lose control over companies, they still
control most of the capital. This gives them considerable power and onemajor
aim of a transition to a just society, which is preventing the drift to oligarchy, is
not fulfilled (Freeman, 2013).

How do the other four regimes fare? If steps are taken to implement
property-owning democracy or market socialism, capital owners will try to
move their capital somewhere else and advise their business partners not to
invest into the country, they just moved out of. This is a serious threat and
often it does not even need to be voiced, because it will be anticipated by deci-
sion makers anyway (Lukes, 2005). The questions then are whether property-
owning democracy or market socialism with or without workplace democracy
is better equipped to counter this threat.17 I think that here a first advantage of
includingmandatoryworkplace democracy becomes visible. Property-owning
democracy and market socialism on their own face serious problems, because
it takes considerable time to realize the equalization of property and especially
property in themeans of production, since this is best achieved through a high
inheritance tax. It also is rather difficult and a long-term project to implement
something like a coupon-based system of market socialism. This gives ample
opportunities to economic elites to voice and realize their threats.

Here the democratization of companies might have an advantage. A lot of
capital is invested in companies and if they are organized in a democratic way,
this can effectively prevent capital owners frommoving their capital out of the
country. Through legal reform ownership and control rights can effectively be
separated (Christman, 1994; Jay, 1980). Although capital remains moveable,
this might not be damaging for the economy under these circumstances. The
reason is that owners would have to find someone else who is willing to buy
their shares for a reasonablepricewithout therebyacquiring control rights over
the company. What they and future owners cannot do, is to use their property
rights to dismantle and barter away parts of the company. The survival and

17 Dietsch and Rixen (2014) seem to think that it possible to counter this threat even in capitalist soci-
eties. However, they abstract away from questions of political power and focus on the possibilities of
institutional control.
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functionality of the company is secured due to this separation of ownership
and control rights.18 The question then is whether or not it is easier to imple-
ment workplace democracy first, before aiming for a more equal distribution
of capital.

I think there is reason to believe that at least in some countries the transi-
tion to workplace democracy is easier and faster done than the transition to
property-owning democracy or market socialism on its own. Not the whole
structure of property laws will have to be changed, but only more focused
laws of corporate governance. Also, it might very well be that changing con-
trol rights over companies finds more public support than changing property
laws, especially in countries with strong labourmovements (Ferreras, 2017). To
be sure, shareholders and direct owners who exercise control rights over com-
panies would most likely oppose such a move. They can still threaten to move
their capital out of country. However, it is possible to limit their control rights
and their rights to move capital by law while the transformation to workplace
democracy is under way. A transition to property-owning democracy or mar-
ket socialism without workplace democracy will take considerably longer and
leavemore opportunities to capital owners to politically organize and tomove
their capital substantially, thereby making their threats more credible. Equal-
izing property through an inheritance tax, for instance, is a policy mechanism
that takes a long time, which gives owners greater opportunity to find ways
to circumvent it than if property were being equalized via a more immediately
effective mechanism (Halliday, 2018).

To conclude, the advantage of those regimes with workplace democracy
over those without when looked at from a transitional perspective and taking
the realist constraint of organized resistance into account is its ability to pro-
ceed in two steps. Democratizing workplaces is easier done and can precede
an equalization of property ownership. For this reason, and somewhat sur-
prisingly, property-owning democracy and market socialism with workplace
democracy appear to be more realizable than property-owning democracy
and market socialism without when considering the resistance of powerful
reactionary groups.

Transition and path-dependency in institutional design

The second concern for the transition from a capitalist to a property-owning
or market socialist society has to do with the resilience of institutions. This
problem cannot be reduced to the lack of motivation of individuals. Even if

18 There aremanyother reasons for giving control rights toworkers. However, since this papermoveswithin
an orthodox reading of the Rawlsian framework in this respect, those reasons are not further discussed
here. It would be interesting though to explore the possibility of developing Rawlsian arguments for
workplace democracy, e.g. based on the fair value of political rights. For an overview over the recent
debate on workplace democracy: Frega et al. (2019).
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individual agents are highly motivated, it may be extremely difficult or costly
to replace existing institutions by those that are needed for property-owning
democracy or market socialism (Williamson, 2013).

Here property-owning democracy has a clear advantage, because the
required institutional change is much smaller as compared to the alternatives
and for this reason will create less efficiency costs.19 It is mostly a wealth and
inheritance tax that is needed to create a more equal distribution of capital.
Maybe a general policy of limiting wealth will be the most suitable form to
ensure such a distributive pattern. To be sure, a high level of resistance is still
likely on a political level. Also such a policy is in conflict with received eco-
nomic wisdom, according to which a high concentration of capital is needed
to facilitate innovation, entrepreneurship and growth.20 And a creative solu-
tion for the inheritanceof small andmediumenterprises is needed, for instance
an interest-free government loan (Halliday, 2018). For those reasons the insti-
tutional transformation that is necessary for property-owning democracy is
rather unlikely inmost capitalist countries, until these issues are resolved. How-
ever, the institutional transformation is still less demanding than in the other
three cases. If a political will emerges to transform to a more just societies,
there will be less institutional obstacles. Property-owning democracy can be
implemented without distorting market functionalities (Thomas, 2017). It cer-
tainly takes time and some government agencies will have to change their
basic mode of operation and new ones will have to be created, but unlike in
the other cases this is not a fundamental change of the existing institutional
structure, potentially facing serious blockades.

If workplace democracy is added to property-owning democracy, the addi-
tional challenges of changing property rights in companies and changing the
legal governance structure of companies emerge. A whole new legal code and
administrative system is needed in order to do so (Green, 2020; Singer, 2019).
The change is evenmore complicated in the case ofmarket socialism, forwhich
a whole new bureaucratic system has to be created. At the moment it is rather
difficult to say what institutional structures are needed, which changes will
work well and which not, what the real costs and unintended consequences
will be (Thomas, 2017). For those reasons it is fair to say that a transformation
to property-owning democracy is less demanding and less risky in institu-
tional terms. This is not a contradiction to the result of the previous section,
because it only means that the transition to property-owning democracy or
market socialism with workplace democracy can be initiated in a faster pace
than property-owning democracy alone, but it is also riskier to do so and it

19 To be sure, this argument counts for efficiency costs in the transition period. I will discuss relative
efficiency costs for the different economic systems when implemented later on.

20 There is reason to doubt this widespread belief. Much innovation, for instance, is driven by public
research institutions as Marina Mazzucato (2018) has shown.
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will havemore far-reaching institutional consequences. Herewe can clearly see
how there is a trade-off involved in taking one path or the other.

Stability and egoism of powerful agents

How do property-owning democracy and market socialism with or without
workplace democracy fare, when it comes to opportunities for self-interested
interferences that threaten the stability of those regimes? To answer this ques-
tion, it is necessary to keep in mind that even in a just society at least some
people will not or only reluctantly comply with the principles of justice. While
I agree with those authors, who claim that in a more just society people will
tend to be more just as well, it still is important to guard against the tendency
of some groups to work towards a less just society more favourable for them
(Freeman, 2009). Conservative or even reactionary thinking cannot be eradi-
cated from a just society and it would be futile and possibly totalitarian to try
to do so (Robin 2018). Who would those backward-looking groups be in the
respective regimes? It will not be a small class of owners of capital, because in
a Rawlsian property-owning democracy and inmarket socialism capital will be
distributed much more equally.

However, in property-owning democracy without workplace democracy
there are at least two other groups that can leverage their social position and
lobby for anextensionof their privileges.One is thegroupofpeoplewithhighly
specialized skills, for instance software engineers. The other group consists of
themanagers of firms. I will focus on this second group here, because different
groups would still utilize similar mechanism to advance their group interests
and this is most visible in the case of managers. If those managers turn into
a class of their own, they will be the most powerful class of society. This is so
because unlike the political class, their power is not checked by democratic
control mechanisms. As a relatively small elite they also have a high potential
to organize themselves and agree on collective actions to politically facilitate
shared interests. It is possible to downplay this danger by pointing at the fact
that fair equality of opportunity is part of a just society. Especially the school
and university system will be structured in such a way that it will not privilege
the sons anddaughters of amanagerial elite (Bourguignon, 2015; Piketty, 2017,
2020).

This may be true but does not prevent the danger of elitist circles. Even if
formal education is equalized, which is very hard to do in any case, it is still pos-
sible that members of elites use their decision making power to only let those
into their inner circles whom they define asmembers of their group. We know,
for instance, that womenwith equal qualifications have amuch harder time to
obtain leadership positions in the economy andpartly also in politics. This is so,
because those in power define informal characteristics they deem to be nec-
essary to become one of their own and act accordingly (Young, 1990, 2012).
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So even in a property-owning democracy with fair equality of opportunity
in the educational system, the managerial elite has the power to control
membership in their inner circles.

At this point, the addition of workplace democracy has a clear advantage
over property-owning democracy without. It constitutes a valuable mecha-
nismofmanagerial control, just as part of the value of democratic control in the
political system is to break up closed circles of political elites (Hsieh, 2005). This
probably is also part of the explanation why we have more female top politi-
cians than female top managers. One path of career is embedded in a system
of democratic control, the other is not. To be sure, democratic control alone is
not sufficient. We know from countries like the US, where money plays a huge
role in election campaigns, that democratic structures do not prevent the clo-
sure of political elites (Hacker & Pierson, 2010; Winters, 2011). Only those who
are able to raise considerable funds have a chance to get elected and normally
only those who are parts of certain elitist groups have a chance to raise those
funds. The conclusion then is that only together property-owning democracy
and workplace democracy can prevent the formation of elitist circles in the
economy that would be able to become a force to overthrow justice.

How does market socialism fare in this respect? The answer is rather sim-
ple. Market socialism without workplace democracy is faced with the same
problems as property-owning democracy, because it is possible that new
managerial or knowledge elites will emerge. Market socialism with workplace
democracy has the same chances of preventing this formation of elitist cir-
cles. Incidentally, this also answers Edmundson’s (2017) worry that property-
owning democracy is unstable, because distribution mechanisms have to be
decided in political processes. If workplaces are democratized, the general
political bargaining power of different social groups will be equalized too in
an important respect. No one has the economic power to threaten others with
serious economic disruptions. Because of this, political struggles, even if taking
an antagonistic form, will not be a threat to the stability of a just society under
conditions of this relative equalization of economic and subsequently political
power.

Stability and path-dependency in institutional design

Is the institutional set up of a property-owning democracy or market social-
ism without workplace democracy more stable than the two alternatives? At
first glance it seems so, because it allows for more flexibility. Some companies
will be run democratically, if owners choose to organize them in such a way.
Other companieswill have amorehierarchical command structure.Making this
possible has a number of advantages. Companies might be more competitive
without democratic structures. Also, it will be easier to reduce the workforce
in case of decreasing demand. Since property-owning democracy or coupon
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socialism is in place, laying off workers also does not have devastating per-
sonal costs. Economic efficiency anddistributive justice arenot contradictory in
such a system. This is the reason why Thomas (2017) opts for property-owning
democracy and Roemer (1994) for coupon socialism, both without workplace
democracy.

Their argument is right in its core, or so I think. However, I am not sure how
big theefficiencygains are and I amverydoubtful about their normative impor-
tance. First of all, a mixed scheme combining property-owning democracy
with workplace democracy is different from socialist institutional designs, that
prevent the private ownership of capital. Those designs have to rely on coop-
eratives, where workers collectively own their companies or on some other
mechanism where the state owns everything and leases out use rights. It is
argued that those structures are highly inefficient, because theyprovide strong
incentives to free-ride and disincentives to invest in innovation and research
(Arnold, 1994; Taylor, 2014; Thomas, 2017). It is also argued that they are prone
to new forms of exploitation, because some workers of some industries will
havemore economicpower thanothers and leverage this power (Arnold, 1994;
Thomas, 2017). I think the first point is correct. I am unsure about the second,
because it seems possible to create control mechanisms to prevent this kind of
exploitation. Moreover, when it is argued that such forms of market socialism
aremore exploitative than capitalism, it is rather the case that capitalismwork-
ing well is compared to market socialism working badly. This is a not untypical
comparison bias, which already John Stuart Mill warned against.

I do not want to go deeper into this discussion here, because I think the
sameproblemsdonotoccurwhenownership rights are separated fromcontrol
rights as in property-owning democracy or coupon socialism with workplace
democracy. There will be a functioning labourmarket, because workers do not
have to work in the company where they invest in. In fact, this is not advisable
for them, since it contradicts risk diversification. At the same time workers will
be less vulnerable to exploitation on the job market, since they are also capi-
tal holders. Even if industries with structures indicating an oligopoly emerge,
workers are in a much better bargaining position than in current capitalist sys-
tems. When it comes to labour this scheme is much less exploitative and not
much less efficient than the alternatives. It might be somewhat less efficient,
because exploitation can be a tool to increase efficiency. Exploitable workers
do not only have to sacrifice part of their fair share of profits. They might also
have to put in extra hours and work harder than they otherwise might have
beenwilling to do, often at considerable risk to their health and at the expense
of their social life (Ferreras, 2017). This is not an argument for exploitation, of
course, but against treating efficiency as a principle of justice. Efficiency can be
instrumental to justice, but onlywithin the limits set by the principles of justice.

Something similar counts for investment in research. It is still advisable for
worker councils to invest in research and technology in coupon socialism or
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property-owning democracy, because their companies have to stay competi-
tive on markets. It also seems reasonable to me to assume that those councils
will have more long-term interests than shareholder controlled corporations.
For those reasons, regimes with workplace democracy are not less stable than
property-owning democracy without workplace democracy in their institu-
tional design, but it is also not more stable. If organized well, both groups of
institutional arrangements do not face serious institutional contradictions.

To be sure, it is still possible to argue that workplace democracy will make
property-owning democracy or market socialism less efficient, even if it is not
based on cooperatives, but on a separation of control and ownership rights.21

It might be that there is wage compression within democratized companies,
which will make the labour market less competitive and take incentives out
of the system. It might also be that companies have to pay an additional risk
premium, because investors have not the safe guard of being able to inter-
fere in the management of the companies they have invested in. In light of
these possible inefficiencies it might be preferable to replace the requirement
of workplace democracy by weaker ones, like unit trusts or a Meidner plan.
However, I am not sure how serious possible inefficiencies will be and it is a
question of future research or maybe social experimentation to explore this
point.

More importantly is another counterargument. It is not clear whether or not
those inefficiencies will be threat to the stability of property-owning democ-
racy or market socialism with workplace democracy. If they are not, which I
deem to be likely at least for very affluent countries, then the efficiency argu-
ment is of secondary importance only, since it does not block the transition to
and stability of a just society. If, on theother hand,workplacedemocracymakes
this transition more likely and a just society more stable, then those efficiency
costs will be a fair price to pay.

Conclusion

The result of the previous discussion is the following. Workplace democracy
alone is insufficient to overcome the problems of capitalist economies, espe-
cially because it is unable to prevent the drift to oligarchy. The other four
alternatives, that is property-owning democracy and market socialism with
or without workplace democracy, seem to be adequate for a just society, at
least in principle. However, with respect to different realistic constraints they
have different virtues. On the one hand, property-owning democracy seems
to fare best in dealing with path-dependency in institutional design. On the
other hand, property-owning democracy and market socialism with work-
place democracy seem to be better equipped to block the egoistic resistance

21 I thank an anonymous reviewer for pressing me on these points.
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of powerful group agents. Finally, the difference between property-owning
democracy and market socialism with workplace democracy does not seem
to be so large when it comes to the realistic constraints considered here.

So, we can say that Rawls is wrong in thinking that workplace democracy is
not an important enabling condition for a just society. However, he is correct
in thinking that there are different avenues to a just society which depend on
specific circumstances, albeit not tradition, but rather structural circumstances.
In fact, as the previous discussion has shown, there are at least three. First,
a society can choose to go for property-owning democracy alone, because
it judges the constraint of path-dependency as being more important than
the constraint of egoism of powerful agents. Second, a society can choose
to start with implementing workplace democracy first and property-owning
democracy or coupon socialism second. Or it can decide to do it the other
way round, depending on what is more likely to overcome institutional and
political resistance in this specific country. Third, a society can choose to go
for either property-owning democracy with workplace democracy or coupon
socialism with workplace democracy, depending on what is more suitable to
its self-understanding.

If this conclusion is correct, then it is futile to try to say anythingmore on this
very general level of abstraction. Any further philosophical inquiry into these
political-economic questions has to operate on the level of given societies and
their contingent political situation, which raises the more challenging ques-
tion of why this is not happening. Two possible answers might be that past
attempts often were a disaster or that capital is able to go on strike in order
to block a transition.22 If this is true a more detailed analysis that is sensitive
to situational conditions might help to avoid repeating past mistakes and to
overcome the problem of capital strike. It is for this reason that philosophers
should continue to engage in this inquiry and combine conceptual, normative
and causal analysis in a more realistically utopian spirit.23
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